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Bollywood has more than a few movies based on love triangles and love stories that go past the platonic or even physical act. Here are the hottest ones. Bollywood is unique, like our cinema, it is ever changing. A new trend could be started before you know it, and you have to be able to shift gears, reshape, and create new
ones for yourself. In the backdrop of the xenophobia that ruled New York after the 7/11 attacks, this movie follows the story of a framed taxi owner Neil Nitin Mukesh who spies on another Indian, John Abraham who is also thought to be a terrorist. Neil is in love with Katrina, who is married to John. Bollywood has more than
a few movies based on love triangles and love stories that go past the platonic or even physical act. Here are the hottest ones. Bollywood is unique, like our cinema, it is ever changing. The music of those films are the biggest draw. Expect to see a lot of the Hindi film hits of these times included in this list. The hit track of
the year did not have vocals, was sung by the legendary Kishore Kumar, and it captured the nation’s heart as the song was impossible to forget. The car with the stars carved on the side is a well-known modified Honda City used in Bollywood music videos, with the stars representing the lead actors and actresses in the

videos. This is used to signal the lead character's arrival, or to cut to another scene or location. Until the late 1990s, this was the only way to film in-car scenes, and it was widely used in old Bollywood, usually in movies with a lot of dance numbers in the film.
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Hollywood s greatest breakthrough in the last few years has been the emergence of top-class Indian cast which may soon translate into better Indian films. While Hollywood has been churning out duds, Bollywood has been producing some of the finest movies in the world. Thailand s Taleewan is a movie by Fahad Mustafa
where the lesser-known actors of Indian cinema come together. Vijay in a sharp suit reminisces Mahatms Gandhi and Tagore s works. Then he joins forces with Sanjay Dutt and a couple of Malaysian actors as he approaches the roots of the Internet and its violence. One of the most sought-after directors of the Hindi film

industry has his signature on a movie where the other directors are Vidhu Vinod Chopra, Jaideep Sahni and Sujit Guha. The first full feature film of Saawariya director Priyadarshan, the first double role, with Amitabh as the other actor, is a testament to his belief in taking the lead even though it ends in tragedy. A busy Hindi
movie producer, Ajay Devgan has done a couple of movies that made Bollywood sit up and take notice of his talent. Chandni being one of them. With Helen, he again proves that he is not just a good actor, but a producer too. A musical masala comedy, this movie is fun, comical and inspiring. The film revolves around the

true story of a young boy, Aditya, (Dhruv Bhandari) and his journey from childhood to manhood, his world shattered after a charmed life of parental love goes sour. Aditya meets his adopted mother (Nirupa Roy) and his estranged father, while his surrogate mother, (Sunita Soman) turns out to be a man of his own.
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